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Abstract. For Additive Manufacturing (AM) the product development
process (PDP) differs from traditional, subtractive manufacturing with
respect to additional process steps like positioning and slicing. Addition-
ally the file formats necessary for communication with 3D printers are
different from CAM files. They are often vendor specific and lack precision
compared to the original CAD drawings. One intermediate file format
is STL (STereoLitography), a tessellated representation of the original
geometry with reduced geometrical information. In the PDP for AM mul-
tiple files are created. This includes files such as original CAD drawings,
log files, slicing information and Numerical Code (NC) files. The need
for archiving and consolidation of these files arises for reasons such as
post-processing (e.g., removal of support structures), repeatability, error
detection and research. We develop with this research an integrated file
format that aggregates and integrates all files from the PDP. This work
investigates what different types of information are created throughout
the AM PDP, how it can be stored and retrieved efficiently, and how the
format can be defined to be extensible for future use cases. The goal of
this research is to develop a meta-file format that aids in accumulating all
relevant data throughout the creation of parts fabricated or prototyped
using AM without replacing or substituting existing file formats.

1 Introduction

3DPrinting or Additive Manufacturing (AM) is the process of creating physical
objects from digital models by layer-wise material deposition or hardeningKulka-
rni00. Technologies for AM include Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM, trade-
mark by Stratasys Inc., also Fused Filament Fabrication FFF), Laser Sintering
(LS), Electron Beam Melting (EBM), Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM),
Stereolitography (SLA) and Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication (EBF). AM
technologies differ in the capabilities of materials that can be processed and also
in the quality and speed of processing. Those fabrication methods commonly use
a model data representation that is reduced in the geometrical complexity from
the original CAD model by transforming it into tesselated structures. A common
file format for this is STL (STereoLitography or Standard Tesselation Language)
where the geometry is reduced to triangles represented by three points and a
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normal vector to indicate orientation.The slicing software calculates a toolpath
for each layer within the given parameters of, in the case of FFF, infill-density,
filling-pattern, hull strength and other parameters like movement and extrusion
speed and retraction length for movement between non-connected parts of the
layer. These parameters selected for the slicing process are partly non-retrievable
from the resulting machine code for the 3D printer but can be relevant in inves-
tigating possible failures or improving on the parameter selection for optimal
printing. As an example we describe the process of the printing utilizing the FFF
technology.In general the process of additive manufacturing can be split into five
steps described as follows:

1. Design. The creation of a CAD model by utilizing CAD software or reverse-
engineering an existing object. With this step information of the additive
manufacturing technology employed - its capabilities and limitations -, re-
quired and desired features (e.g. Quality, Strucutre) and design choices are
imbued on the model.

2. Positioning. The object model is placed in a virtual build environment
for further processing. For this step a position is chosen amongst multiple
optimization goals (e.g. machine utilization, processing duration, quality,
stability).

3. Slicing. Transformation of the oriented virtual object from the previous steps
into a machine toolpath or machining instructions for processing by the
3D printer. With this steps additional information on the desired result is
selected and influences the resulting machine code and therefor the object to
be machined.

4. Printing and Printing Supervision. The previously created machine code is
uploaded to the 3D printer where it is executed upon. Especially consumer
grade 3D printers do not posses any form of direct control resulting in the
printer executing the machine program instruction wise even in case of errors
and failures.

5. Post Processing and Quality Assurance.

Currently information from each processing step is stored in artefacts like CAD
files, build files, log files and sensor logs. These artefacts are usually not connected
and lack a method to be used for analysis or data mining as they are dispersed.
Information required for each process step is not transported along the process
in a standardised way and requires expert knowledge of the printing process for
sucessful object creation. With this work we propose a file format that is capable
of aggregating all the information along the printing process for future analysis
and documentation purposes.

For this work we have set the following two research questions:

1. What kind of data is being generated in the printing process and at which
step?

2. How can the produced data along the printing process be stored efficiently
thus enabling later retrieval and usage?
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Fig. 1. 3D Printing Process

For the first question we analyse each single step from the printing process and
identify software and artefacts being consumed or created therein. For the second
question we propose a data storage format that is based on XML (eXtensible
Markup Language).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section 2
we briefly discuss related research on additive manufacturing and file / artefact
storage as well as PLM. Section ?? contains the description of the requirements
for such an integrated file format. In section 4 we describe the identified file
artefacts and the proposed implementation as a prototype (Proof of Concept).
Following this in subsection 4.1 we describe the evaluation of the proof of concept.
Section 5 concludes with a discussion and an outlook on future research.

2 Related Work

In [6] the author develops a system for storing information on intelligent products
for PLM (product lifecycle management) purposes. He discusses the suitability of
STEP and developed an ontology and a UML described class model for storing
data. The overlap with this work is in the use of Product Data Management
(PDM) for new methods of manufacturing. The authors propose in [2] a neutral
XML based exchange format for the use in PLM. In this work IGES and STEP are
examined as a base format. In their proposal associated files are also embedded
and referenced from within the XML exchange format. In [8] the authors described
the prototype for a system implemented with an Oracle 9i DBMS using XMLType
storage for building a Digital Asset Management (DAM) System enabling the
user to store, manipulate and retrieve PLM data efficiently. This use case is
similar to our work where product data associated with the lifecycle is to be
stored in a uniform way for easier handling. The work of Lu et al. [7] proposes a
comprehensive and extentable file format for the use in additive manufacturing
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covering the entire lifecycle. Our research builds on this work by extending it
in respect to print associated measurements and providing extension points for
capabilities description of 3D printing hardware.

2.1 Standard File Formats for AM

In additition to Lu[7] we extend the coverage of possible file formats for AM that
are in use and describe their benefits and shortcomings compared to our proposal.
These file formats are in use and 3D models are available in this format in online
repositories with a varying degree of popularity. With COLLADA[4] (ISO/PAS
17506:2012) exists an XML based format for lossless digital asset exchange.
COLLADA features include the ability to aggregate scene information, physics
information and animation informations. COLLADA files are transformed to
other formats before fabrication as printers do not natively understand this format.
Virtual Reality Modeling Language[3] (VRML) is specified as ISO/IEC 14772-
1:1997 and provides support for surface information, transparency and animation.
It is intended for virtual worlds in the World Wide Web and therefor features URL
navigation. X3D[5] (ISO/IEC 19775/19776/19777) is the successor to VRML
and is a XML file format. It allows multi-texturing, lighting, animation and user
interaction. IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification, formerly specified as
ANS US PRO/IPO-100-1996) is a vendor-neutral drawing exchange format for
CAD systems. Data can be stored in either ASCII or binary representation, in a
hierarchical way. The table 1 referfs to the lifecycle phases defined in [7]. With
the following abbreviations used for typographic reasons:

– AM Design → Generate AM Design
– Sel. Orient. & Sup. Model → Select Orientation and Support Model
– Plan Proc. → Plan Process
– Mfct. Part → Manufacture Part
– PP Part → Post Process Part

Table 1. Lifecycle Coverage of File Formats (Extension to [7])

File Format AM Design Select Orient. & Sup. Model Plan Proc. Mfct. Part PP Part Qualify Part

COLLADA O O X X X X
VRML O O X X X X
X3D O O X X X X
IGES O P X X X
O: fully covers, P: partially covers, X: no coverage

3 Requirements

For the proposed file format to be useful in application it needs to be open for
adaption and use by other entities as well as extendable for future use cases within
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additive manufacturing. As new technologies can appear and differ from existing
technologies in the way data is processed and models are handled the system
must provide support for such extensions and adaptions. The file format must be
flexible as different AM technologies and machines can vary in the process flow.
For example the FLM and SLA process does require the object to be fitted with
support structures to prevent mis-prints in some cases (e.g. depending on speed
and geometrical structure of object parts) whereas EBM and other powder bed
(fusion) based technologies do not require this kind of support structures due to
the inherent nature of the powder from previous layers acting as support. For
the file format two distinct use cases are defined:

– Use Case 1: The file format needs to enable easy and complete information
exchange between individual. All information related to a specific object
build is aggregated in a concise and complete format that users can exchange
in order to facilitate failure analysis or tracability of the printing process for
research purposes.

– Use Case 2: The file format needs to enable storage in DBMS (database
management systems) for analysis and big-data operations. The information
pertaining to a specific object build is to be connected to related builds of
the same machine or the same model for data analysis purposes. Contrary to
the first use case the data needs to be spread out onto the respective tables
of the DBMS for fast access and analysis.

As the work of [7] focuses directly on the second use case and provide a schema
definition for such a database our work focuses on the first use case. The following
requirements pertain to a suitable file format for use case 1.

– The data has to be in one place. Exchanging numerous separate files is
cumbersome and may lead to confusion and misunderstanding by the user.

– The data size has to be small. Albeit this is a relative requirement we state
that smaller file sizes are preferable.

– The data has to be unambigous.
– The data should contain no redundancy to avoid false interpretation of data.
– File creation and manipulation has to be fast. This can be in opposition to

the second requirement of a small file size.
– Transformation for deployment to and from a DBMS is required to facilitate

the second use case.

From the following steps we have identified information that is required by
each step and created within it (see fig. 2)

Following is a list of artefacts and information from the printing process that
are required to be stored in an aggregated form: a) Design decisions / Design
intent b) Granularity / Accuracy for CAD →STL tranform c) CAD file as original
d) Information on the CAD Software used / version e) Software used to position
object f) Positioning information and positioning intent g) Software used for
slicing / version h) Information on hardware / computing resources utilized
during the printing process i) Slicing parameters j) Slicing log k) Information on
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Fig. 2. Flow of Information in Printing Process

GCODE pre-processing l) Information on printer used m) Information on printer
location, printer capabilities n) Information on ambient factors o) Information on
material selection (and intent) p) Information on fabrication (duration, events,
sensor data) q) Quality assessment (Visual inspection (caveat: lacking standard
test-procedure), non-destructive tests) r) Associated video s) Associated pictures
t) Information if part is in a series u) Previous and successing prints on the
machine (potential breach of privacy) v) Information on in-situ material test
(e.g. thickness / roundness, temperature) w) Test procedures x) Test results and
y) Approval information

4 Proposal

We have created a definition for the efficient storage and retrieval of information
and artefacts from the 3D printing process. This schema is implemented as
an XSD. The file format stores the associated file artefacts in a compressed
archive and references the internal structure to a meta file that is deployed
inside the archive as an XML file. The implementation is part of the cloud 3D
printing service research platform[1]. The implementation can be downloaded from
http://www.iris.uni-stuttgart.de/file-format.html. Initially a database schema is
created from an ER diagram and from the resulting database instance a XML
schema (XSD) is derived. In fig. 3 a depiction of the database is seen. As one
requirement is flexibility the file format makes use of key-value storage methods
which are extendable. The semantics of the file format are defined in embedded
comments. The file format supports multiple objects per print and associates
one printer / fabricator with the print. Every object is specified with an position,
associated material that is an instance of a material type and one file. Files can
have relationships with each other and these are defined in file manipulation
operations that are performed by a user in a specific role, with a software on
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machine

id BIGINT

machineName VARCHAR(128)

machineType BIGINT

machineLocation BIGINT

owner VARCHAR(128)

vendorReference VARCHAR(128)

serialNumber VARCHAR(128)

condition BIGINT

Indexes

print

id BIGINT

startDate DATETIME

endDate DATETIME

machineReference BIGI…

Indexes

objects

id BIGINT

positionReference BIGINT

fileReference BIGINT

note VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

files

id BIGINT

fileType VARCHAR(128)

mimeType VARCHAR(128)

fileLocation VARCHAR(255)

fileName VARCHAR(128)

fileSize BIGINT

fileSizeUnit VARCHAR(128)

fileHash VARCHAR(128)

fileHashType VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

users

id BIGINT

userName VARCHAR(1…

userNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

roles

id BIGINT

key VARCHAR(128)

value VARCHAR(128)

description VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

processSteps

id BIGINT

processStepType BIGINT

processStepDescription VARCHAR(128)

Indexes computers

id BIGINT

computerName VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

softwares

id BIGINT

softwareName VARCHAR(128)

softwareType VARCHAR(128)

softwareVersion VARCHAR(128)

vendorReference BIGINT

Indexes

positions

id BIGINT

orientationReference BIGINT

positionReference BIGINT

Indexes

exchangeFile

id BIGINT

fileOwner BIGINT

printReference BIGINT

uuid VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

boundingBoxes

id BIGINT

maxX FLOAT

maxY FLOAT

minX FLOAT

minY FLOAT

maxZ FLOAT

minZ FLOAT

Indexes

orientations

id BIGINT

x FLOAT

y FLOAT

z FLOAT

w FLOAT

Indexes

materials

id BIGINT

vendorReference BIGINT

materialType VARCHAR(128)

materialQuantity VARCHAR(128)

3 more...

Indexes

vendors

id BIGINT

vendorName VARCHAR(128)

vendorNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

contacts

id BIGINT

contactType VARCHAR(128)

contactValue VARCHAR(128)

contactNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

vendorContactRel

vendorId BIGINT

contactId BIGINT

Indexes

materialProperties

id BIGINT

propertyType VARCHAR(128)

propertyValue VARCHAR(1…

propertyUnit VARCHAR(128)

propertyNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

materialMaterialPropert…

materialId BIGINT

materialPropertyId BIGINT

Indexes

userContactRel

userId BIGINT

contactId BIGINT

Indexes

machineTypes

id BIGINT

machineTypeDescription VARCHAR(128)

machineTypeNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

computerAttributes

id BIGINT

attributeKey VARCHAR(128)

attributeValue VARCHAR(…

attributeNote VARCHAR(…

attributeUnit VARCHAR(1…

Indexes

dataSheets

id BIGINT

fileReference BIGINT

version VARCHAR(128)

dateOfStorage VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

dataSheetProperties

id BIGINT

propertyType VARCHAR(128)

propertyValue VARCHAR(128)

1 more...

Indexes

dataSheetPropertyConditi…

id BIGINT

conditionValue VARCHAR(128)

conditionType VARCHAR(128)

conditionUnit VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

dataSheetPropertiesConditio…

dataSheetPropertyId BIGINT

dataSheetPropertyConditionId BIGINT

Indexes

dataSheetDataSheetProperty…

dataSheetId BIGINT

dataSheetPropertyId BIGINT

Indexes

printObjectRel

printId BIGINT

objectId BIGINT

Indexes

fileManipulations

id BIGINT

softwareReference BIGINT

computerReference BIGINT

userReference BIGINT

roleReference BIGINT

dateOfManipulation DATETIME

Indexes

materialInstance

id BIGINT

materialReference BIGINT

dateOfPurchase DATETIME

priceOfPurchase FLOAT

storageLocation BIGINT

dateOfLastUsage DATETIME

quantityAvailable VARCHAR(128)

priceOfPurchaseUnit VARCHAR(128)

materialRole VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

computerComputerAttributeRel

computerId BIGINT

computerAttributeId BIGINT

Indexes

objectMaterialRel

objectId BIGINT

materialId BIGINT

Indexes

filesAssociati…

id BIGINT

fileReference BIGINT

direction VARCHAR(…

Indexes

machineAttributes

id BIGINT

attributesType VARCHAR(128)

attributeValue VARCHAR(128)

attributeUnit VARCHAR(128)

attributeNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

machineMachineAttributeRel

machineId BIGINT

machineAttributeId BIGINT

Indexes

locations

id BIGINT

locationKey VARCHAR(128)

locationValue VARCHAR(128)

locationNote VARCHAR(128)

locationUnit VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

fileManipulationFileAssociatio…

fileManipulationId BIGINT

fileAssociationId BIGINT

Indexes

processStepType

id BIGINT

processStepName VARCHAR(128)

processStepDescription VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

processStepFileManipulationRel

processStepId BIGINT

fileManipulationId BIGINT

Indexes

File to File Relationship is indicated
by the fileManipulations. From this
relationship file inheritance and relation can
be deduced

One object can be associated with multiple materials
therefor a separate relationship is created
to reflect this fact

materialMapping

id BIGINT

materialRole VARCHAR(128)

mappingToObject VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

In this schema it is not possible to precisely
map (multi) material to parts of an object.

conditionType

id BIGINT

conditionDescription VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

tests

id BIGINT

testDescription VARCHAR(128)

testIntent BIGINT

testResult BIGINT

1 more...

Indexes

intents

id BIGINT

intentDescription VARCHAR(255)

Indexes

testFileRel

testId BIGINT

fileId BIGINT

Indexes

testResults

id BIGINT

testResultKey VARCHAR(255)

testResultValue VARCHAR(128)

testResultUnit VARCHAR(128)

testResultNote VARCHAR(128)

Indexes

testTestResultRel

testId BIGINT

testResultId BIGINT

Indexes

objectProcessSte…

objectId BIGINT

processStepId BIGINT

approvedBy BIGINT

Indexes

userRoleRel

id BIGINT

userId BIGINT

roleId BIGINT

Indexes

objectTestRel

objectId BIGINT

testId BIGINT

Indexes

1..* 1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..* 1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..* 1

1..*
1

1..*

1 1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*1

1..* 1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*

1

1..*1

1..*

1

1..*

1
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1

1..*

1
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1
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1
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Fig. 3. Database schema for the file exchange format
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a computer. The file manipulations are associated with process steps that are
of flexible number for each object and can have one user approving the step.
Multiple tests can be associated with a print object and can have results available
as file artefacts that are internally referenced to this test.

4.1 Evaluation

We have implemented the file format as an XSD and instructed our cloud printing
service to utilize this format for easier exchange of information between users.
This helps to omit vendor-lock in. One shortcoming of the file format is the
lack of support for multi-material prints where specific parts of an object are
associated with a specific material. It is possible to assign multiple materials to
an object but this does not reflect specific parts, regions or section of the object.

5 Discussion and Outlook

We have discussed the requirements of a file format that enables the efficient
storage and exchange of information and artifacts associated with a additively
manufactured object. With this file format it is possible to aggregate all build
related information in a single file for exchange. With this file exchange failure
analysis is improved as all information pertaining to a failed build is referenced in
a consistent manner. Building on the work of [7] this work focuses on the use case
described for exchanging such information for the benefit of failure analysis and
research. For future work we improve on the semantics of the file format and the
issue of multi-material support for objects. This file format is not in competition
to existing file formats for AM as they are well suited for their applications
but this is an aggregating meta file format. We propose further research in the
standardization of the capability description of printing hardware as currently
the description is flexible but lacking semantic support.
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